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German-Polish bilingualism on the example of pattern replications by the German 

minority from Pomerania – a contact linguistic case study 

  

This study is a part of a larger international linguistic project examining the interplay between 

language biographies and contact induced change in the morphosyntax of German-Polish 

bilinguals.  

After World War II, for different reasons, many Germans decided, or were forced to stay in the 

newly obtained Polish territories. Mostly for communicational reasons, but often also not to be 

stigmatized because of their German origin, they started to learn Polish.  

Using language biographies (cf. Franceschini, Veronesi 2016; Zielińska 2018) our project team 

focuses on pattern replications (PAT) occurring in the speech of German-Polish bilinguals.  

Whereas loanwords as a result of language contact are broadly examined, grammatical changes 

due to Polish-German language contact have been far less analyzed (with some exceptions: e.g. 

Brehmer 2008 – analyzing mainly the morphological aspects). In our project team the focus is 

on pattern replications, where “only the patterns of the other language are replicated, i.e. the 

organization, distribution and mapping of grammatical or semantic meaning, while the form 

itself is not borrowed” (Sakel 2007: 15). As a first result, we would like to present how the 

grammatical and semantic meanings of reflexives are copied from one language to the other 

due to their different distribution in both languages. 

In the following presentation we would like to analyze the interplay between the use of reflexive 

patterns and the language biographies influenced by socio-linguistic factors.  
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